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Water Underfloor heating is potentially the most economical and environmentally 

friendly way of heating your home. Water based underfloor heating is widely used 

throughout the world. 

A Major advantage of underfloor heating is creating a uniformly heated environment, 

allowing one to move without restraint in a temperature comfortable space. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feature:  Benefits:  
≈ Low environmental impact, low running 

cost 

≈ Most economical way of heating your home  

≈ Installed in the screed or slab during the 

building process to ensure that the energy 

is stored for maximum efficiency 

≈ Worldwide tried and tested technology! ≈ Heating system designed to last as long as 

your home  

≈ No Electro-Magnetic fields associated with 

electrical appliances  

≈ Energy efficient heat sources, e.g. Solar, 

Heat Pump, Gas, etc. 

≈ Choose from alternative and 

complementary heat sources, suitable to 

your individual application 

≈ The healthiest way of heating your home ≈ No drying out of air  

≈ No hot surfaces which are dangerous for 

little hands  
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Components: 
The components of a Water Underfloor Heating system are: 
 

1. Pipes 
Extremely tough, durable and corrosion resistant pipe in continuous roll form are built into 

the floor during the construction phase. In case of building 

renovations, these pipes can be chased into the screed. Correctly 

designed and installed the pipes evenly distribute heat which 

increases comfort and decreases energy consumption. 

 

Installation: 

The pipes are either attached to spacers;  

secured with saddles or strapped to the reinforcing. 

 

 

 

2. Management system 
An intelligent heat management system to 

distribute heat correctly to individual areas at the 

right time. The management system can be 

designed to suit every individual application, 

increasing comfort and ease of use. This system 

is securely placed in a metal cabinet.  

 
 
 
 

3. Intelligent Thermostat Control 
 

Thermostats are used to control the temperature in 

separate areas. Intelligent digital thermostats can 

control both air and floor temperature, making the 

system save for every floor covering.  

 

The intelligence allows for Peak and Off-Peak 

temperature settings, which reduces heat loss when a 

specific area is not in use, thus increasing system efficiency and decreasing energy 

consumption. 
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4. Heat Sources 
Different heat sources are available 

≈≈≈≈ Solar 

≈≈≈≈ Heat Pump  

≈≈≈≈ Gas (digitally controlled burner for efficient energy consumption) 

≈≈≈≈ Electric Boiler (inline electric boiler to heat water on demand) 

 

 

 

Design Considerations: 
Various components are taken into account when designing a water underfloor heating 

system in order to achieve the desired result. 

Design software is used to calculate flow rates, pipe diameter, pipe spacing, etc.  

 

A. Building Layout 
Building layout provides important information on design and individual room sizes. This 

furthermore aids to comprehend how individual areas flow into one-another, different 

room types, orientation, volumes, etc. Building design may also dictate preference for one 

heat source over another. 

 

B. Control 
System controls are designed based on individual requirements. The system can be 

designed to heat every room separately or collective, or a combination. 

 

C. Insulation 
Heat losses are taken into account. The lower the heat loss, the less energy is needed to 

heat and maintain temperature in the building. 

Ceiling insulation is paramount in order to retain heat. Floor insulation can play an 

important role to reduce energy consumption.  

 

D. Heat Source 
All heat source requirements must be understood in order to make an informed decision. 

• The requirement for Solar Water Underfloor Heating is solar panels and water 

storage. The correct volume water must be available. This water is in turn used to 

store the heat which is collected during the day, in order to distribute the heat on 

demand until the following day. Heat is provided by either Flat Plate- or Vacuum 

Tube solar collectors.  

Part of the Solar Underfloor heating system is to integrate geysers and pool heating 

which utilizes the free heat being produced by solar. 
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• Heat Pump is an excellent alternative to Solar as it is not as affected by weather to 

the extended that Solar is. Heat Pump efficiently generates heat through extracting 

heat from ambient air and increasing that heat intensity via a compression cycle. 

Heat Pumps have a relative small space requirement and subsequently is easy to 

hide. 

• Gas offers the opportunity to utilize a cleaner form of energy compared to 

electricity from coal fired power stations. Through an intelligent gas boiler, the gas 

consumption is effectively managed, while offering far greater comfort and safety. 

• Electric Boiler has the lowest investment requirement. 

 

E. Temperature required 
Systems can be designed for a wide range of temperature requirements. 

A recent project for a Bikram Yoga studio was design to run at 42°C. During testing 49°C 

room temperature was achieved. 

 

 
 

 

Contact Us: 
For assistance and advice kindly contact Home Heating’s Water underfloor heating 

specialists.  

Phone 

086 111 4169 

E-mail 

info@homeheating.co.za 

 

Online Quote: www.homeheating.co.za 

 

 


